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"should be thought"; 
Which ten time faster glide than the sun's beams 
Driving back shadows over low'ring hills" 

Shakespeare(1597) 

ABSTRACT 

The possible role of space-like objects in elementary particle physics(and in quantum mechan
ics) is reviiwed and disruoFcd, mainly by exploiting the explicit consequences of the peculiar 
relativist it- mediani c.s of Tachyons. Particular attention is paid: (i) to tachyops as the possi 
ble carriers of interact ions ("internal lines;"); e.p., to the links between ''virtual particles" 
anci Fiiperliin-.inal objects; U i'• to the possibility of " vacuun decays" at the classical level: 
(iii) to a 1 ' >•.->•: *.-:-• ' . ' .""' <•• • bootstrap model; (iv) to the apparent r>ar' of the tachyonic ele-
irentary part iclesC'elcmt n( arv tachyons") and its possible connection with the dc Broglie wave-
-paiticle diluii sii. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The subject of Tachyons, even if still speculative, may deserve some attention for reasors 
that can be divided into a few categories, two of which we wish to mention right now: (i) the 
large scheme that one tries to build up in order to incorporate space-like objects in the rela 
tivistic theories can allow a better understanding of many aspects of the ordinary relativis-
tic physics (c.f. e.g. Recami, 1984, and refs. therein) even if tachyons would not exist in our 
cosmos as "asymptotically free" objects; (ii) Superluminal classical objects can have a role 
in elementary particle interact ions (and perhaps in astrophysics); and it is tempting tocheck hoi. 
far one can go in reproducing the quantum-like behaviour at a classical level just by taking 
account of the possible existence of faster-than-light classical particles. 

When faring the pioblo* of extending Special Relativity(SR) to tachyons some ajthois limited 
themselves to consider objects both subluminal and Super luminal,all referred hewever to sub
liminal observers ("weak approach"). The idea here is to postulate the I.orentz manifold, that 
models the ordinary space-time, to be populated by both bradyons and tachyons. 

Other authors attempted on the contrary to generalise SR by introducing in some appropriate 
way both subluminal observers (s) and Superiuminal observers (S),and then by extending the Prin 
ciple of RelativityC'strong approach"). This approach is theoretically more worth of consider
ation (tachyons, e.g.,get real proper-masses); but it meets several obstacles both of mathemat
ical and interpretative nature. In this paper, therefore, we shall mainly adopt the first 
("weak") approach. The Super luminai(observed) objects are the ones whose world lines are space 
like. In the four-dimensional I.orentz manifold thv interval on the world-line of a Superiu-
minal object is written ds2 — dt2 - d"x < 0, and the tour-momentum pu satisfies [c * ll : 

pUp = E2 - p2 - -m: < 0. (1) 

For an introduction to tachyons, we simply refer here to the above quoted paper (Recami,1984) 
and to Recami(1978a, 1979, 1983) and refs. therein. In particular, for the elegant self-consis^ 
tent model-theory in two dimensions, see Recami and Rodrigues(1985); while for a thorough car£ 
fui solution of the called "tachyon causal paradoxes", see Recami(1985). The solution of the 
causal paradoxes is based, among the others, on the Stuckelberg-Feynman "switching procedure" 
("SWP") or rather on the "Third Postulate" of SR: <<Negative-energy objects, travelling for
ward in time, do not exist; any negative-energy object P travelling backwards in time can and 
must be described as its anti-object P going the opposite way in space(but endowed with posi
tive energy and motion forward in time!)». According to the- "SWP", when applying an ordinary 
Lorentz-boost with relative velocity u, the new_observer will see(instead of the initial tachy-
on T endowed with velocity V) the antitachyon T travelling the opposite way in space if,and on 
ly if, 

' u . V > c2. (2) 

Notice that if u » V < 0 the "switching" does never come into the play. It is of the utmost 
importance that the "Third Postulate" not only eliminates any negative energies and any parti
cle-motions backwards in time, but also allows "predicting" and naturally explaining in a pure 
ly relativistic context the existence of anU-rrjtter\see Recami, 1978b,1984,1985) . ~ 

We already mentioned that the(four-dimensional) "Extended Relativi ty"(F,R) leads to a clearer 
understanding of high-energy physirs: it yields, e.g., the derivation of the so-called Cross
ing Pe.lations (Recami and Mienani, 1974). But the predicting power of ture SR ( even without 
tachyons') with rey^rd to elementary particle physics is larger than usually recognized. Once 
one develops SR on the whole Proper Lnrentz Crono £ — L\ u iUfcne succeeds in explaining(with 
in SR alone) not only the existence of ontipar tinier,, but also of the CPT eyrwvtry -which is 
nothing but an antiihronouc Lorentz transformation -as well as of a relation between charge con 
jugation and internal space-time reflection(Recami and Rodrigues,1982;Pavsic and Recami,1982). 

The Third Postulate", moreover. helps solving the paradoxes connected with the fact that all 
rclativistie equations admit, besides standard "retarded" solutions, also "advanced" solu
tions: The latter will simply represent antiparticlcs travelling the opposite way in space 
(Mignani and Recami,1977). For instance, if Maxwell equations admit solutions in terms of out 
going(polarized) photons of helirity X » •!, then they will admit also solutions in terms of 
ir/'omirg(polarized) photons of tu-lieity >• » -1; the actual intervention of one or the other 
solution in a physical problem depending on the initial conditions. 
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2. ON TACHYON MECHANICS 

To proceed wirh, ve need Dratically only some knowledge of the kinematics and dynamics of 
taehyons, as exploited e.«. in Maccarrone and Recami(1980) and in Recami(1984). Here ve shall 
recall only a few results, whirh are the unusual and unexpected kinematical consequences of the 
mere fact that, in the rase of tachyons. 

-*/v- [ mo real, V
2 > l] (3) 

as depicted in Fies.l(a) and 2(c). 
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Figs. 1 

To begin with,let us recall(Feinberg,1967) that a bradyon at rest/for instance a proton p, by 
absorbing a tachyon or antit.ichyon t may transform intc itself: p + t -» p(remember that "bra-
dyon?" are the s'lover-than-lighe objects). This can be easily seen in the rest-frame of the 
initial nrotrn. It can be similarly verified that,in the same frame, the proton cannot decay 
into itself plus a tachyon. 

However, if wc t.iiss from the initial frame to another cub luminal frame moving e.g. along the 
X-axis with positive speed :; s u - 1/V (where V , assumed to be positive too, is the veloci-

^ x x x 
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ty x-coiiiponcnt of t), wc know that in the new frame the tachyon t entering the above reaction 
will appear as an outaoin^ antitachyon: p -* p + t (sei, e.g. sections 5.12,5.14 in Recami, 1984). 
In other words, a proton in flight(but not at rest!) pay a priori be seen to decay into itself 
plus a tachyor>(or antitachyon). 

Let us now describe(Maccarrone and Recami, 1980) the phenomenon of "intrinsic emission" of a 
tachyon by an ordinary body A, as seen in the rest-frame of A (before emission) and in generic 
frames ss well. Namely, let us consider in its: re at-frame a bradyonic body A with initial rest 
mass M, which cmits(e.g., towards a second bradyonic body 3) a tachyon (or antitachyon) T en
dowed with real "rest-wass" m = s and four-momentum p s (E ,p), and travelling with speed V in 
tha x-direction. Let M1 be the final rcst-raass of A. The four-momentum conservation requires 

M « / p 2 - m2 + / p 2 + M'2 , (4) 

th.it is to say 

2M|p*i = {[nr • (M,; - M 2 ) ] 2 • 6ir,2M2}m, (4') 

wherefrom a body (or particle) A cannot emit in its rest-frame ar.y tachyon T(whatever ho th-j 
tachyon mass m) unless the rest-mass M of A ".ju/rrps" classically to a lower value M' such that 

•so that 

E (4') can read 

A = M " - M2 « -tn2 - 2ME_ (5) 

-M2 < A < -p2 < -m2. [intrinsic emissioni (6) 

V - [1 • 4m2M2/(r,2 + a ) 2 ] 1 ' 2 . (4") 

In particular, since infinite-speed tachyons T carry zero energy but non-zero momentum, ip1 = 
» m c, then A cannot emit any "transcendent" tachyon without lowering its mass; namely, when 

E_ * 0(in the rest frame of A), eq. (5) yields 

A - -m2 [ET - 0;V » »] (7) 

Since emission of transcendent tachyons (antitachyons) is equivalent to absorption of transccn 
dent antitachyons(tachyons), one ran get eq.(7) also as limiting case of tachyon absorption. 
It is essential to notice that A is an invariant quantity; in fact, in a generic frame f, cq.(5) 
can be written 

-m- - 2p PM (8) 

where P is now the initial four-momencum of body A w.r.t.(=with respect to) the generic frairp 
f. 7t is still evident that -M2 < A '_ -m2. If we recall that two objects having infinite rela-
tivr speeds possess orthogonal four momenta 

p/' » 0, (9) 

eq,(3) yields again eq,(7) for the case in which T is transcendent w.r.t. body A. 
On the basis of what precedes, we can state the following 

THEORKM 1: <<A necessary and sufficient condition for a process, observed either JS the emis
sion cr as the absorption of a tachyon T by a bradyon A, to be a tachyon-emission in the ,\ 
rest-frame, —i.e, to be an "irtrinsia ewiezion",— is that during the process A lawnr. its r..".. 
-mass(invariant statement!) in such a way th-t; - M : < A < - m 2 » , where M,m,A are defined an 
(Rcc.-mi,i984). When A in ec,s.(5)-(8) can asrsume only known discrete values(just as in ele-ne 
tary particle physics), then —once M is fixed— eq.(5) imposes a link between m and E , :. 
between m and |p"j. 

MV V 

I 

http://th.it
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Let us now pass to describe(Maccarrone and Recami,1980) the phenomenon of ''-intrinsic absorr~ 
tior." of tachyon T from body A. let us consider our bradyon A, with rest mass M, to absorb in 
its rest-frame a ta.-hyor(cr antitachyon) T,which is endowed with(real) rest-mass m = _r.0 and 
four-ir.or.ertum p = (Fy.p),is emitted e.g. by a second bradyon B, and travels with speed V(for in
stance, along the- x-direction) . The four-momentum conservation requires that 

V + /x>2 -m2 = /p :+ M' (10) 

vh.irofrom a body (or particle) A at rest ian a priori absorb (suitable) tachyons both when 
incressitiR or lowering its rest-mass, and vher. conserving it. Precisely: 

whir-h '.-erresponds to 

= o t'.i.-u 

!P; - 4r'^ * ">2 + 4m 2M 2] 1 / 2, (io1) 

-m2 + 2ME (ID 

- n . : ' A •' -x, [ i n t r i n s i c absorp t ion! (12) 

Kq (!'":') t e l i s us that A in i t s rc'jr-frame can absorb T only when the tachyon speed i s : 

V - [ 1 • 4 m 2 M 2 / ( V + A ) 2 ] l / 2 . (10") 

E q s . ( 1 0 ' ) , ( 1 0 " ) formally coincide with eqs . (4 ' ) , ( 4 " ) , but they re fe r t o different domains of i . 
On the con t r a ry , eq . (11) d i f f e r s from eq. (5), in agreement with the fact t h a t , when A -Juries i t s 
ve loc i t y w . r . t . tachyon T, then —in the A res t - f rame— eq.(10) can transform into eq.(4) .Quan
t i t y i\, of course , i s again invariant. In a generic frame f, e q . ( l l ) can be w r i t t e n 

A - -m2 + 2p ?U , (13) 
u 

P^ being now the initial A-four momentun in f. Still A >_ -m2. We can state the following 

THEOREM 2: <<A necessary and sufficient condition for a process, observed either as the emis
sion or as the absorption of a tachyon T by a bradyon A, to be a tachyon-absorption in the A 
-rest frame ,i.e. to be an "intrinsic absorption", is that: -tn2< A < +<»». (Recanti, 1984) .In the 
particular case A • 0, one simply gets — 

2MET - m
2. (M' - M) 

Kher A in cqs.(11)-(13') can assume only known discrete values(just as in elementary particle 
physics), then - once M is fixed - eqs.(11)-(13) yield a link between m and E_(or jp|, or V ) . 

For the description of the to^h-jcn-e.xckc.r.ge between two bradvonic bodies (or particles)A and B, 
we refer to Maccarrone and Recami (1980) and Recami (1984).However,let us recall also here the 
important f.-n-t that, whr-n bodies A and B exchange one tachvon T, the tachyon kinematics is such 
that the ";';-.:vi-.ri? d:.- .-r::-ticnr," of the processes at A an.-; at B(in which the process at A 
is described from the rcst-frame of A and the process at B is now described from the rest-frani> 
of B) ran a un'or; be of the following fur types: 

(i) emission-absorption; 
(ii) abf.orpl ion-emission; * ' 

(i i i) CP i. s5 ion-emiss ion ; 
(iv) absornti on-abf..TOf ior . 

NOLO that the possible cases are not only vi) and (ii). Case (iii) can take place when the 
tacliyou-ox(.nan!',c happens in the receding phased.e., onJy while A,B are receding from each oth 
er); c?.se (iv) can take place only when the tachyon-exchanKe happens in the approaching phase 
(i.e. only wh"n A,R are approaching to each other), 

Lpt us repeat that the descriptions (i) - (iv) above d? not refer to one ar.d the some observer, 
but on the contrary add together the "local descriptions'' of observers A and B, 
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3. "VIRTUAL PARTICLES" AND TACHYONS 

Let us recall that, when elementary interactions are considered to be mediated by exchanged 
objects, no ordinary (bradyonic) particles can be the classical, ''realistic" carriers of the 
transferred energy-momentum. On the contrary, classical tachyons — i n place of the so-called 
virtual particles— can a priori act as the actual carriers of the fundamental subnuclear in-
teractions(Suoarshan, 1968;Recami, 1968, 1969;Clavelli and other, 1973). 
For instance, sny ordinary elastic scattering can be regarded as classically ("realistically") 
mediatoci by a svi table tachuon exchange during the approaching phase of the two bodies ..A and 
B. In such a case (A. » A_ * 0), the two four-momentum conservations at A and at B read in the 

A D 

A rest frane(Recami,1984): 

E T - o
:/2MA; E B - MA/(u.V - 1), (15) 

where the angular Tomentum conservation is not considered. In the c.m.s. we would have ,P, j = |»BI
 s :*i and 

cose « 1 - -—- , (16) 
'cm. 2|?|a ' 

so that (once JP< is fixed) for each tachyen mass m we get a particular 9c.n.- If m assumes on
ly disrn-tf values —in "Kxtend Relativity" one expects that all (and only)the ordinary parti-
cles exist al^o in the c.ichyonic state t "Duality principle": see Recami and Mignani, 1974,here
after called Review il— ther 5 resulcs to be clapsicalu "quantized", opart from the cylindri
cal nynwetry. 
More in /.euerai, f;?r oacii discrete value of the taehyon-mass m, the quantity 3 m assumes a 

discrete value tco, which is merely a function of |P!. These elementary considerations neglect 
the possible mass-width of the tachyonic "resonances" (e.g. of the tachyon-mesons). Let us 
notice that in the c.m.s. any elastic scatterings can be regarded classically as mediated by an 
infinite-speed tachyon with p^ = (0,p); |pi • m (remember that any transcendent tachyon carries 
zero energy and minimum momentum p, with |$i" m ) . Moreover, eqs.(15) impose a lir.k between m 

and the direction of p, or rather between m and a = p P I where we can choose P » ?•, remember 

t h . t f B - - 5 A ] : 

cosa - - H - ; (17) 

again we find (once |p| is given, and the intermediate tachyon masses are discrete) that also 
the exchanged 3-momentum results to be (cla3sically) "quantized" in both its magnitude and di
rection. In particular, for each discrete value of m, also the exchanged 3-momentum assumes one 
discrete direct ion(except again, for the cylindrical symmetry), which is a function of jPj. 

It is essential to notice that such results cannot be obtained at the classical level when 
confining ourselves to ordinary particles only, for the simple fact that bradyons are not al
lowed by the kinematics to be the interaction-carriers. 

Of course, also the non-elastic scatterings can be regarded as mediated by suitable tachyon ex 
changes. Actually, it is knowm that the "virtual particles" exchanged between two elementary 
particles (and therefore realizing the interaction) must carry a negative four-momentum square, 
for simple kinematical reasons (Review I): 

i S p ^ S E 2 - ? 2 < 0, (18) 

just as it happens for tachyons. 
Long ago it was checked (Recami,1969;Olkhovsky and Recami,1969) whether virtual objects could 
really be regarded as faster than light, ac least within the so-called peripheral models "with 
absorption"(see e.g. Dar,1964). To evaluate the effect of the absorptive channels in the one-
-particle-exchange-models, one has to cut out the low partial waves fro-n the Born amplitude. 
Namely, an impnct-parameter(Fourier-Bessel) expansion of the Born amplitudes is used, and a 
cut-off is imposed at a minimum radius R which is varied to fit the experimental data. While 
considering - for example - different cases of pp interactions via K-me3on exchange, values of 
R were found ranging from 0.9 to 1.1 fm, i.e. much larger than the K-meson Compton wavelenght. 
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The sane kind of rnodel (at a few GeV/c; with fora factors) was also applied to pion-nucleon re_ 
acticntvia c-meson exchanee: and also for the o a value (R • 0.8 fm) much greater than the 
p-meson Corapton wsvelenght »s found. Even if such rough tests are meaningful only within those 
models, etie dedured the virtual K and p mesons of the nucleon cloud to travel faster than light: 
for instance, in the first case, for t * -at.2, ore finds <v> > 1.75c. According to Wigner(1976), 

<<there is no reason to believe that interaction cannot be transmitted faster than light trav
els». This possibility was considered in detail by Van Dam and Winner (1965,1966) already in 
the Sixties. See also Agudin(1971), Costa de Beauregard(1972), Mathews and Seethararaan (1973), 
Flato and Cuenin (1977) ar.d Shirokov (1981). 
And any action-at-c-distance theory implies the existence of space-like objects, since the in
finite speed is not invariant in SR. 
Moreover, if hadrons can really be considered as "strong black-holes"(Recaaii,1982),than strong 
interactions can classically be mediated only by a tachyon-exchange; i.e., the strong field 
"quanta" should be Superluminal. 

In any case, we can describe at a classical level the virtual cloud of the hadrons as made of 
tachyons (see also Sudarshan 1970a), provided that such tachyons, once emitted,are -"strongly" 
- artracted by the source hadron, in analogy with vhat happens for the ordinary gravitational 
c«se(see sect.12.5 in Recanti,1984). For the description in terms of a "strong gravity" field, 
see e.g. Salam(1578), Sivaram and Sinha(1979), Recami(1982) and refs. therein, and Amrniraju 
and others (19S3). In fact, if the attraction is strong enough, the emitted tachyons will soon 
reach the zero-e:iergy(inf inite-speed) state; and afterwards (cf. Fig.3) they will go back as 
antitachyons. till reabsorbed by the source hadron. 

Fig. 3 

Notice that transcendent tachyons can only take energy from the field. Notice, moreover, that 
classical tac'iyous r.ubjccted to a.i attractive central field can move back and forth in a kind 
of tacbyonic harmonic notion (see Fig. 4), where the inversion prints just correspond to the 
infinite speed (Recami,1984 : see also Abaronov and others,1969). 
Fi:i. lly, ict us consider a hadron emitting and reassorbin? (cia.-.sical) taehyons, J* will be 
surrounded by a clone* oi outf-oiry, and incoming tachyons. In the "continuous" approximation (and 
spherically symmetric case), that cloud can be described by the spherical waves: 

I« 
expl: ìm rj 

(19) 

We arc of course confining ourselves to eubluminal frames only. We can fi„j the results for
warded by ER, formally, by putting for tachyons m - 1 iu (u real). It is noticeable that from 
eq.(19) we get, then, the Yukawa potential by setting m - • iu for the outgoing andm«-iij for 
the incoming waves: 
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• I«J£2ELHILÌ*; ( 1 9 ' ) 

in ottitr words, at the s t a t i c l i m i t , the Yukawa potential can be regarded as the "continuous" 
( i l a s s i t i i l ) 'l* script too of a flux of outgoing tarhyons and incoming anticachyons: see Castori-
na and Rc-iaipi ( l978) . See al soHadjioannou(1966) , Ferrai. I and Verde(l966), Yanamoto(l976), Erik-
srn and Voyi>nly(l976). Flato and Guenin(l977), and Federighi (l?83) . 

T T 
0<W2>«T ! V= 

T T T 

Fig. 4 

When two herons coo» riose ro eaih other, one of. the ~loud ta-'hyons —instead of Lie In?, reab
sorbed by rhe raothcr hadroe.— >. an be absorbed by the sc:ond bariron; or vice verS'Uthis stato-
rui.itt is fi:'"if dependent). That won', d be tin.' simplest hadron-h?dron ir.rer.n ~tion.'!ho =u:tual prcs 
{.•iuo if a tarhvon exchange would produce a res.inar.ee :>•. ak in the scattering amplitude as i 
function of the momentum transfer t s (p - p ) (Sudarshan,1969a,b ,197C'b.. Precisely, it would 

produce a ''negative t enhancement", fixed when s = (pj + p , ) 2 varies, and possibly to be found 
also in other similar processes (Dhar and Sudarshan,19bd;GlUck,1969;Baldo and others,1970)un
less the tachyons appear to possess a very large width(Bugrij and others,1972;see also Kroli-
kowski,1969). A positive theoretical evidence was put forth by Gleeson and others(1972). See 
also Van der Spuy(1973), Jue(1973), Akiba(1976), Enatsu and others(1978), Review I p.266, and 
Baldo and others(1970). 

Before closing this Section, let us recall that long ago (Recami 1968,1969) it was suggested 
that the unstable- particle's "Resonances"), bearing masses M* • M + if formally complex, night 
be compounds of bradyons and tachyons. We shall cone back to this point in Sect. 6.(See also, 
e.g., Sudarshan 1970c, Edmonds 1974, Keszthelhyi and Nagy,1974). 
More in general, for the possible connections between Superluminal motions and the "quar.tum po 
tential" (Bohm and Vizier 1954,1958), see for instance Vigier (1979,1980).See also Stapp(1977~) 
and d'Espagnat(198I). 

4. PRELIMINARY APPLICATIONS 

If subnuclear interactions are considered as mediated by quanta, no ordinary(bradyonic) parti
cles can be the carrier; of the transferred energy-momentum. We have seen, on the contrary,that 
classical tachyons san a priori act as the carriers of those interactions. 
As preliminary examples or applications, let us consider the vertex A •* p + TT_ of a suitable 

one-particle-exchange diagram, and suppose the exchanges' particle(internal lineH to be a tachv 
onic pion, instead of a "virtual" pi on. Then, from Sects.6.3 and 6.8 we should get: (1232)2 -
- (936)2 » (140): + 2 * 1232 x /c^ip!2 - (140)2, and therefore(Maccarrone and Recami 1980): 

|p| -287MeV/c; t -251MeV, (20) 
*T *T 

so that, in the cm. of the Ajj(1232), the total energy of the tachyon pion is predicted to 
be centered around 251 MeV, 
Again, let us consider the decay tr •» y • v -under the hypothesis, now, that v be a tachyon 

neutrino, with my > 0; v > c. It has been shown by Cawley(1972) that such an hypothesis is nor. 

inconsistent with the experimental data, and implied for the tnuon-neutrino a mass m <1.7MeV. 

«s> 

= 00 
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In the two limiting cases, we should get(Maccarrone and Recami, 1980) in the era. of the pion: 

0 » ipjv - 29.79MeV/c; v y c; 

m, - 1.7 — !p| - 29.83MeV/c; vy - 1.0016c 

(21a) 

(21b) 

It is noticeable that,if neutrinos arc endowed with tachyonic speeds, then |p!y slightly in-
crvcLPes v.r.t. the light-speed case. 
For further considerations about tachyons and virtual fields see e.g. Van der Spuy(1978), and 
Soucek and others(1981) . 
Tachyons can also be the exchanged particles capable of solving the classical-physics para
doxes connected with pair creation in a constant electric field (Zeldovich,1974 p.32,anrf 1972). 
For tachyons joint probability distributions in phase-spare see e.g. Kruger(1978 and refs. 
therein), where the ordinary formalism was generalized to the relativistic case and showm to 
yield a unified description of bradyons and tachyons. 

5. CLASSICA! VACUtTM-USSTABILITIES 

Let us consider (Fig. 5) two bodies A and B which exchange(w.r.t. a frame s ) a transcendent 
o 

tachyon T mcvinv along the x-asis. We know that for transcendent particles the motion direc

tion alon>; AB is rice aefini-d. In such a limiting case, we can consider T either as a tachyon 
T(V - •«) going t'tcm A to B, or equivalently as an antitachyon T(V • -<•) going from B to A 
(Kt'rHTÌ,19(;4, and refs. therein). In quantum mechanical language, we could write(?avsic and R£ 
cai,ii,1976): 

'l > - a'T(V »+*>))+ blT( V» -*;> ; a2 + b2 - 1. (22) 

C 

Fig. 5 

Alternatively, it is immediate to realize that s can interpret 
to a pair-creation of infinite speed tachyons T and T(cravelling 
the :.-axia between A and B(Mignani and Recami ,1976; Edmonds,1976 
instance, as the creation of a_transcendcnt tachyon T travelling 
of a transcendent antitachyon T travelling towards(and absorbed 
server the vacuum can become classically unstable only by emitt 
tachyons in such a way that the total 3-momentum of the emitted 
emitted would be automatically zero; see Figs.4,5 and 6). 

his observations also as due 
along x), at any point P of 
;Caldirola and Recami, 1980):For 
towards(and absorbed by)B and 

by)A. Actually, for each ob-
ing two(or more)infinite-speed 
set is zero(the total energy 

It is interesting to observe —cf. cq,(2)— that any(subluminal) observer s,, moving along x 
v.r.r. so in the direction A to B, will just see a unique(finite-speed) antitachyon ?t emitted 
by B, passing through point P without any interaction, and finally absorbed by A, On the con
trary, any observer s2, moving along x w.r.t. s in the direction B to A, will just see a 
unique (finite-speed) tachyon T J f emitted by A,"freely travelling from A to B(wiithout any in
teraction at P), and finally absorbed by 3. 
In what precedes we may consider the masses of A and B so large that the kinematical constraints, 
met in Sect.2, gets simplified. In such a case, s , s and s will see an elastic scatterineof 
A and B. ° i 2 
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As we have seen above, any observer, s can describe the particular process ph under examina
tion in teras either of a vacuum decay or of a suitable tachyon-emission by one of the two 
nearly bodies A,B. One can alternatively adopt one of those two languages. More generally, 
the probability of such vacuum decsys must be related viti» the transcendent-tachyoti emission-
-power(or absorption-power) of matter. 
Furthermore, if A and B can exchange tachyons even when they are very far from each other, 
any observer s'(like s and s ) moving w.r.t. s will describe ph in terms either of an incora-

l a o 
ing, suitable tachyonic cosmic ray or of the emission of a suitable, finite-speed tachyon by a 
material object. One of the consequences, in brief, is that the tachyon cosmic flux is expected 
to have for consistency a Lorentz-invariant fourmomentum distribution, just as depicted in Fig. 
2c. The 'arge majority of "cosmic" tachyons ought then to appear to any observer as endowed 
with speed very near to the light-speed c(see also Vigier,1979;Kamoi and Kamefuchi,1977). On 
this respect, it may be interesting to recall that an evaluation of the possibel cosmic flux 
of tachyons yielded —even if very rough— a flux close to the neutrinos one(Mignani and Reca
mi, 1976). 

As an elementary illustration of other related possible considerations, let us add the follow
ing. If s observes the process 

a -• b + 7, (23a) 

where t is an antitachyon, then —after a suitable ordinary Lorentz transformation— the new 
observer s' can describe the same process as 

a • t -• b. (23b) 

If,in eq.(23a), the rmittcd t had travrlled till absorbed by a (near or far) detector 'J, then 
in cq.(23b) t must of course be regarded as emitted by a (near or far) source U. 
If AT is the mean-life of particle a for the deeay(23b) , measured by s , it will be the Lorentz 
transform of the average titneftr' that particle a must spend according to s' before absorbing a 
"cosmic" tachyon t and transforming into b. 

But let us go back to the important observation that the vacuum can become unstable at the clan 
steal level, by emitting couples of ;ero-encrgy (infinite-speed) tachyens T and T. Let us no
tice that the probability of such a decay of a vacuum "bubble" into two collinear transcendent 
tachyons (T and X) is expressible, according to Fermi's Golden jrule(Fermi,1951), as T~; « m e / 
/(8trh), where m 0 is the tachyon rest-mass (both tachyons T and T must have the same rest-mass, 
due to the impulse conservation; remember that for transcendent tachyons !pj * m c);but we are 
unable to evaluate the proportionality constant. 
More interesting appears considering, in two dimensions (Recami, 1984), an ordinary particle P = 
B P_ harmonically oscillating in a frame f around the space-origin 0'. If the frame V moves 

Super luminal ly w.r.t. another frame li.-,*), in the second frame the world-line of point 0' is 

a space-like straight-line S; and the world-lire of the harmonic oscillator P = P-r(now a ta
chyon with variable velocity) is depicted in Ft?.6. Due to what we saw in Sects. 1,2,5,the "sub_ 
luminal" observer f will see a vacuum fluctuation propagating in space, with vacuum decays 

(pair-creations of transcendent tachyons) in correspondence with the events C^.C-.C»..., and 

with analogous pair-annihilations (of transcendent tachyons) in correspondence with the events 
A.,A2,Ay..(Fig.6). Cf. also WimroeK1971), and Catara et al.(1982). Notice that each vacuum 

instability C is just a vacuum decay into a tachyon T and an antitachyon T, having the same 
rest-mass and oppositely moving with infinite speed; such a process is perfectly allowed by 
classical mechanics. Analogously, each event A is nothing but the annihil4tion(into a "vacuum 
bubble") of a transcendent T-T pair. 

This is another example of classical description cf a typically "quantal" phenomenon, i.e. of 
a phenomenon usually regarded as belonging to the realm of quantum field theory(QFT).See also, 
e.g., Nambu(1950), Mannheira(1977),Fukuda(1977,Shay and Miller(1978), and Soucek(198l). 
Let us remark, at this point, that in ordinary theories the possible presence of tachyons is 
not taken into explicit account. It follows that the ordinary vacuum is not relativisticaliy 
invariant, if tachyons on the contrary exist(and, let us repeat, if account of them is not ex-
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plicitly taken): cf. e.g. Sect.5.17 and Fig. 13 in Recami (1984). The fact that in the usual 
theories the ordinary concept of enpty space nay not be Lorentz invariant was particularly 
stressed by Nielsen(1979); who noticed that if some large region in space is empty of tachyons 
as observed from one frante, there is no guarantie that it will be so seen from another frame of 
reference. Nielsen ct a'.(see e.g. Nielsen and Ninomiya 1978, Nielsen 1977) also developed 
non-invariant theories, even if independently of the above observations. 

6. A L0RENT2-INVARIANT BOOTSTRAP 

The idea that tachyons nay have a role in elementary particle structure has been taken over by 
many authors(sec e.g. Recami,1968,1969;Hamamoco,1974;Akiba,1976;Rafanelli,1976,1978; Van der 
Spuy,1978;Castorina and Recami,1978; Siamosi and Trevisan,1978;see also Rosen and Sramosi,1980, 
and the Refs.(8),(9) in Maccarrone and Recami 1980). 

Fig. 6 

One of the most interesting results is rrobably the one by Corben, who succeeded in building 
up a Lorents-invariant "bootstrap" of hadrons or of hadronic "Resonances"(Corben,1977a,b,1978a, 
b). Let us describe his approach by following initially Castorina and Recami(1978). 
Corben started from the known fact that a free bradyon with rest-mass M and a free tachyon T 
with rest-mass its can trap each other in a relativistically invariant way; if M > m the com
pound particle is always a bradyon B*. It the two particles have infinite relative speed, and 
F,p are their fourmomenta, then: 

P P 0 • plP. 

In such a case the mass M* of the compound bradyon B* is (Sects.6.3 and 6.5): 

/5 M* -*-•* , 

(24a) 

(24b) 

as easily follows from eqs.(7)-(8). 
Let us now assume that, inside the "composite hadron", the tachyon T feels a strong field sind 
lar to the gravitational one (see e.g. Recami,1982,and refs. therein); let us assume moreover 
that the trapped tachyon has already reached an equilibrium state and is revolving along a cir 
cumference around the bradyon B(sec also Stephas, 1983).From Sects.6,14 and 10.1 of Rccami(1984r, 
we then derive that any bradyon-tachyon compound —in its lowest energy statc("ground state")— 
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is expected to be constituted by a tachyon T having divergent speed w.r.t. the bradyon 8. so 
that condition (24a) is satisfied. T reaches in fact its minimal potential energy when its speed 
diverges; i.e., the fundaaental state of the system corresponds to a transcendent periodic 
motion of T. One also derives that the trapping force, which holds T on a circular orbit,ter.ds 
to zero when T tends to have infinite speed. In such a case the interaction is negìiaiile ,evcn 
if the "self-trapping" keeps itself. Under condition(24a), therefore, one say consider the B-T 
compound as a couple of two free particles! 
Actually Corbtn(1978a), by using the quantum language, considered two particles satisfying the 
equations t M > m ]: 

G Ì ' B " K * * B ; f K S M c / h l ( 25a> 

.2 

and such that, if ty — i>Jb-, 
a T 

Dtji 

D A - -k2«iT; [k = mc/n] (25b) 

(K2 - k 2)*:| / K : - k2 s M*c/h] . (25c) 

Eq.(25c) coir.es from postulating the invariant interaction 3 ̂ {jV^x = °' wh*ch " nothing but 

the quantum-field version of condition (24a); in fact, applied to the eigenstates of energy 
and momentum, it just implies eq.(24a). [ Cf. also cqs.(25c) and (24b)l. Plane time-like and 
space-like waves can therefore "lock" to form a plane wave, that.is tine-like when M > m. No
tice that everything still holds when we substitute Dy*) = 3 -(iea/hc)Au for 3 . 

It would net be possible to conbine two time-like states in this way, because applying the e n 
dition 3 *„3 '•!>- * 0 ( or DWIÌI-DWIÌL, « 0] to such states leads to imaginary momenta and expo-

U B y 1 u n u T 
nentially increasing (not normalizable) wave-functions. This corresponds, of course, to the 
classical fact that condition (24a) cannot be satisfied by two bradyons. 
On the contrary, a bradyon B can combine in a relativistically invariant way with more than one 
tcc.hyon to yield another bradyon B*. Actually, due to conditions of the type of eq.(24a), iz 
can titty no mere than three tachyons, getting eventually the mass 

M* - / M 2 - m 2 - m : - m 2 (24c) 
1 2 3 

provided that it is real. In such a situation, the three transcendent, tachyons T,,!-,!1. can be 

imagined as moving circularly around Che axes s, y, z, respectively(thc circle centers always 
coinciding with B). Going back to the quantum-field language(Corben 1977s,1978b), the extra 
conditions 3 i.~j 'i>. • 0 (i,j * 1,2,3; i t j) require the functions 3 ty. to be orthogonal coeach 

oihtr in upace. More generally, setting M « n , the conditions 3 'h 3 fy0 • 0(ct,S»0,1,2,3; a+&) 
o \i ci M D 

imply that HO w .••,-: than three F.-pacc-l ihp, tttat-;* ear. be. (superimposed on one time-like a tat e to 
yield another particle.(Cf. also Preparata,l976;Hoh,1976:t'agels,1976). 
In QFT a bradyon at rest is described, as usual, by a wave-function periodic in time and inde
pendent of position. A transcendent tachyon, on che contrary, corresponds to a wave-function 
static in time anJ periodic in space: a lattice. Incidentally, the interaction between a bra
dyon and a transcendent tachyon is therefore analogous to the scattering of a wave by a dif
fracting grating (Corben 1978a). The three values of the lattice spacings in the three dire^ 
tions of space may be regarded as corresponding Co Che masses of the three space-like states' 
that can combine in the above way with one tine-like state(Corbcn,1978b). 
By resorting to eqs.(24b,c) and to suitable quantum number considerations, Corben(1977a,b,1978 
a,b) found masses and quantum numbers of a host of hadrons as composed of other(sub-and Super-
-luminal) hadrons, thus realizing a relativistically invariant rootstrap'Chew,\9(>H). There are 
a number of examples which appear to verify this, especially in the spectrum of the K parti
cles and the s"0 mesons that preferentially decay into KK : we refer the reader to the inter
esting tables published by Corben in his abovement, papers, whic'. also contain further details 
and comments. Corben found also the mass-differences among the members of various isospin mul
tiples by binding Super luminal leptons to suitable subluminal hadrons. 
It would be interesting to try a generalisation of such an approach even to the quark level. 
Actually, many authors suggested that quarks —more generally, the elementary-particle const it 

http://coir.es
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uents— iright be tachyons (see e.g. Hamamoto,1972;Mignani and Recami,1975 p.539; Guenin,1976; 
Soucek,1979a,b). Rafanelli(1974,1976,1978) showed that in classical relativistic physics there 
exists the possibility ;"-r a description of an elementary particle which has constituents, if 
those constituents are tachyons. Free spinning tachyons are then the candidates for elementary 
particle constituents. And in the range of Superluminal velocities the theory of a free spin
ning point particle admits uniquely a linearly rising trajectory, naturally yielding the con
stituent confinement (see also Recami,1982). 
Moreover (cf. e.g. Recami,1984), the duality between electric and magnetic charges is possibly 
a particular aspect of the bradyons/tachyons duality; and authors as T2e(1974) and Barut(1978) 
underlined the connections between electromagnetic and dual strings; possibly, a link can thus 
be found between tachyons and hadron structure(Mignani and Recami,1975). Let us add that, more 
generally, quarks have been identified(Parisi,1978) with non-conventional "monopoles",i.e.with 
the monopoles of the field which mediates strong interactions inside hadrons. 
Aside, it standi ''-e "electromagnetic" approach by Jehle(1971,1972), who noticed that —while 
the introduction ot a single-valued gauge variable in space implies charge conservation but 
does nor change tiie physical situation— a "pseudogauge" transformation (with a variable 9 
which is single-vslued only modulo 2TT) is equivalent on the contrary to the intrjduction of a 
quantized flux hc/e(see also Bernardini,1982). It is, namely, a transformation from fJ » 

='0,S,9' = 0 to A ,?, where A, - ffic/e)3.9 « 0 i? invariant; and, because of (e/fic)# 2 ^^r^- ~ 

" i 2T, one may acsur.e the flux line(singularity of 3, 6) to be a closed loop. A more detailed 

analysis shows that such singularity loops spinning with velocities larger than c permit a coil 
sistent formulation of leptons, as well as of quarks and hadrons, in terms of electromagnetic 
fields and their probability amplitude distributions. The topological structure of those fields 
(toroidal field lines) represents the internal quantum numbers in particle physics. 

7. ARE CLASSICAL TACKYONS SLCWER-TKMi-LIGKT QUANTUM PARTICLES" 

Lot us suppose that (a.'t!!i;e)"Superlurr.inal Lorentz transformations" exist in four dimensions (even 
if at the price of giving up possibly one of the ordinary properties of Lorentz transformations: 
sec Spcr.3,2 in Recami,1984), which change time-like into space-like tangent vectors and vice-
-versa, i.e. invert the quadratic-form sign. Independently on their explicit form, Barut and 
others (1982) shoved -~ then — the following. Let us consider an extended particle P that for 
simplicity is intrinsically spherical. When at rest, it3 surface is spherical; when sub
liminal, it becomes an ellipsoid (Fig. 7b); when superluminal, such a surface 

*ig«. 7 

(•) (») («) (*) 

becomes a two-sheeted hyperboboid H0 (Fig. 7d). Fig. 7c refers to the limiting case when ei
ther v •> c" or V - c* (let us recall, incidentally, that even in ER the light-speed in vacuum 
goes on being invariant and can be crossed neither from the left, nor from the right),If P S P . 

B 

is intrinsically point-like, then P reduces to a double cone C infinitely extended in space 

(see Fig. 7d), and rigidly moving — o f course with the tachyon-speed V, Tachyons appear, there 
fore, more similar to fields than to particles (Recami,1984), and it would be interesting to 
find out the space-time function yielding the density-distribution of a tachyon. For instance, 
when the tachyon-shape just reduces to the cone C0, it would be desirable to work-out the L -
- function of x and t yielding the tachyon density-distribution over C . 
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We have seen that the two-sheeted hyperboboid H0 and the double-cone C0(cf. Fig. 7d) are infi
nitely extended in space. But this happens only if the corresponding bradyon PB las an infinite 
life-time. If the life-time of P_ is finite, the space-extension of P T is finite too. _Namely, 
Recami and Maccarrone(1983) have shown that, if P in its rest-frame is born at time t( and 
absorbed at time t2, then the shape of the corresponding tachyon P_ is got by imposing on the 
structure C •H (see Fig. 7d;see also Figs. 17-18 in Recami,1984) the following constraints 

*, S fo /V' V X * T 0 i * i (T2 v * + "f > S xa- <26> 

In ocher words, a realistic tachyon Pj(obtained from a finite life-time bradyon PB) is consti
tuted not by the whole structure C • H in Fig. 7d, but only by its position confined inside a 

mobile "window", i.e. bounded by the two moving planes x • xt and x • x2. The important point 
is that such a "window" travels with speed v' dual to the tachvon speed V: 

v* - ~Y', IV2 > c2;v»2 < c2J (27) 

and, if V is constant, also the window width is constant [At • t2 - tj]: 

Ax'« At/l - v'2. [v'« c2/V] (28) 

Chosen a fixed position x - 7, that "window" will take to cross the plane x - x a time indepen 
dent of x (if V is 3till constant): 

i /l _ ,,l2 f~. 
At - At 1

 t
v • At/V2 - 1 . (28') 

v 

We nay conclude(Recami,1984) that, if the life-time of P_ is very large (as it is usual formajc 
roscopic and oven more for comic objects), then the corresponding tachyon description is the 
one given at the beginning of this Section(Barut and others,1982), and P» can be associated 
with actual Superluminal motion. If, on the contrary, the life-time of P_ is small w.r.t. the 
duration of the correspondim»,-tachyon observation (as it commonly happens in the microscopic 
domain), then P„ would actually appear to travel with a elower-than-light "front velocity", or 

"group-velocity", v s v' — c2/V. However, within the window confining the real portion of the 

tachyon(whirh possibly carries the tachyon energy and momentum), there will be visible a "struc 
ture" evolving at Superlttminal speed V, therefore associable with a tachyonic "phase-velocity* 

V 
v V. - c2. (27') 
g <P 

The above rarhyon characteristics remind us once more of the ordinary quantim particles with 
their "de Bropjie wave»": in that case too, for instance, phase and p.roup, velocities obey eq. 
(27'). To investigate this "pnnectionCUiirami and Recami ,1983) , let us recall the ordinary def
initions of Compton Wrtve-lenght \ and de Broglie wave-length \ |0 2 < l): 

x -iL, > m±. .yUHL^. (29a) c m c dP, .•*: i 8 & 
0 IF i 

where we introduced the new "wavp-1 cne.hr" \; 

* rr: > m m "vl -e (29b) 

satisfying the relation 1/X2 - 1/X2 • 1/X2. 
do c 

Eqs.(29) suggest the following kinematical interpretation(Maccarrone and Recami,1983; Recami, 
1984): Let Xc represent the intrinsic size of the considered (subluminal , quantum) particle; 
then X • X^l - S2 is the'particle size along its motion-line in the frame where it travels 

http://cne.hr
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vith speed v • Be; and X /c - X/v is then the tine spent by the extended particle to cross in 

the sane frame a plane orthogonal to its motion-line. 

Let us now examine our eqs.(28),(28'). In the former it is natural to identify [B* = v'/c;v' « 
c2/V;V'

2 < c 2 ] : 

it's X' - >.'/l - B*2, 

wherefrom 

Then, from eq.(28'>! 

A x » X' - >.'/ 1 - B*2, (Ma) 

X» - cAt . (30b) 
c 

k. . V /l - S'2 .21 X' - X» *-± a - - -%r . (30c) 
dB C g> D 

By comparing eqs.(30)with eqs.(29), one recognizes that the characteristics of a classical 
tachyon do actually fit the "de Broglie relations" v' » c2/V and X' - X'/B', with X' s Ax. 

However, a classical(reaiistic) tachyon t obeys all the eqs.(29) only provided that one attri
butes to the tachyon(or, rather, to its "real" portion confined within the mobile subluminal 
"window") a proper-mass m depending on its intrinsic (.proper) life-time, namely such that (Reca 
ai, 1984): 

K * X 
—- - - ~ - At » m - - 2 - . (3i) 
c m c2 o c2Jt 

Notice that eq.(31) corresponds to the case E • At" • E»Ax'/c •*, with E - m ca ; E « 

» m c2//l - (v'/c)2. Notice, moreover, that the wavelenght of the de Broglie wave associated 

with a tarhyon has an upper limit(Gr4n,1979), which is essentially equal to its Compton wave
lenght: (\* ) - W ( u c) - X' 

OD max o c 

We have remarked some formal analogies between classical tachyons and the "de Broglie" parti
cles net in QFT. The analogies become more strict when we analyze the appearance of a tachyonic 
partirle endowed with an additional oscillatory movement, for example(and for simplicity)along 
the a>otion-line(Garuc.-io, 1984). Let us recall that the "shape" of a tachyon depends also on 
its spesd V; ncroely, the semi-angle a of the cone C is given by: tga • (V2 - l ) - 1 / 2 . In such 

cases, the microphysical tachyon V will really appear as a bradyonic object associated with a 

kind of urcve(having Ruperlwninai phase-velocity). Cf. also Tanaka(1960), Schroer(1971), Streit 
and Klauder(1971), Murphy(1971), Naranan(1972), Gott 111(1974), Strnad and Kodre(1975), Than-
kapp»n(1977). and particularly Robinett(1978). 
At each lime-instant, the real portion —which does carry energy-momentum, let us repeat— of 
such a wave is its ditterete part contained inside a certain moving "window": the whole wave may 
be possibly regarded, in a sense, as a "pilot wave". On this respect, it may become enlighten
ing describing the scattering of two tachyonic particles P-tPl; i.e., of two microphysical 

bradyons P.tP' observed from a Superluminal frame. 

8. ABOUT TACHYON SPIN 

It is known that the little group of a space-like vector(cf. e.g. Jordan,1978) is isomorphic 
to SO(l,2), the Lorentz group in a pseudo-Euclidean fpace-time with one time-like and two 
•pace-like dimensions. Since S0(l,2) is non-compact, its «ni tory (irreducible) representations 
arc infinite-dimensional, except for the one-dimensional representation. It was often concluded 
that, thus, either a tachyon has no spin (i.e., it is a scalar particle), or it has an infi-
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nite number of polarization states ù'u.:ie:i£inù, 19 70). 
However, after the results mentioned in Sect.1(see Recami,1984), we are justified in resorting 
for tachyons to nan unitary representations; which are finite-dimensional(see also Carey and 
Others,1979). For instance, solving the "relativistic wave equations for any spin" in the case 
of space-like momentum, the finite-dimensional wave-functions form non-unitary representa
tions of the little group S0(l,2). Also tachyons can therefore be associated'with integer and 
semi-integer spins. This complies better with the philosophy of ER(see e.g. Corben,1978a). 
Here we refer, e.*., to Shay(197S);sre also Wolf(1969),Marx(1970), Fleury and others (1973), 
Yacrarini(1975), Pavsi? and Recami(1976 .p.'84), r.amenrind(1978), and Tanaka(1979) . Kolf(1968) 
showed moreover that, if a Bargmann-W'i^n.'r equation holds for time-,light- and space- like pa£ 
tides, then W-spin conservation holds for all of them, and not only for time-like particles. 
Let us mention, at last, that the ordinary relation between spin and statistics seem to be 
valid also for tachyons(Sudarshan and Muktinda 1970), but contrary opinions do exist (Feinberg 
1967, Hanumoto 1972). 

9. FURTHER REMARKS 

In the present paper we have met some indications not only of the possible role of tachyons in 
elementary particle intcraction(and perhaps even structure), but also of a possible eventual 
reproduction of quantum results within'classical physics with tachyons. Let us list some more 
hints: 

(i) Many relativistir wave equations —based on perfectly valid representations of the 
Lorcnta group(Wigner 1939)— lead to space-like solutions: see e.g. Barut and Nagel(1977); see 
also Korff and Fried(1967). For example, in a quantum electrodynamics based on the Joos-
-Weiberg higher spin wave equations, some solutions for integer spin particles correspond to 
tarhyons(Keg,]°73). 

(ii) In particular, the infini te-romponent relativistic equations(Majorana,1932)~ ;ad also 
to space-like solutions(see e.g. Frcnsdal,1968;Crodsky and Streater, 1968). It is noteworthy 
that the timr-like and space-like solutions of the infinite-component Majorana wave-equation*, 
taken toacth"v, constitute a coroide set of solutions (Abers and others,1967; Mu!<unda;1969). 
Barut, and Duru(1973) recalled that a wave equation with many mass and spin states can be inte£ 
preted as describing a nemposiie system in a relativistically invariant way, and then investi
gated the composite system corresponding to the Majorana equation(by introducing the internal 
coordinates in th>? c.m.f.). They showed that the internal motion of the two constituents of 
that composito system can be either oscillatovif-type or Kepler-type. While the time-like solu
tions of the Majorana equation correspond to bound-states of the internal motion, the space-
-like solutions correspond on the contrary to the scattering-states of the constituent "parti
cles". Thir, material was put on a more formal basis by Barut and others (1979), thus providing 
a completely relativistic quantum-theory suitable to describe a composite object; such a result 
being obtained —let us repeat— only by accepting the space-like solutions too. In a further 
series of papers, Baritt and Wilson underlined many other circumstances in which the presence of 
those sol.»' nns in the infinite-component equations is good and not evil. 

(iii) In general, the existence of space-like components seem a natural and unavoidable 
feature of interacting fields (Stoyanov and Todorov,1968). For instance, it has been proved by 
Pell*Antonio(1961) and Crecnbert;( 1962) that, if the Fourier transform of a local field vwi.-i-
<•'/» in a whatever domain of space-like vectors in momentum space, then the field is a general
ized free field. But space-like components seem necessary even to give locality to the fields. 

(iv) In connection with what we were saying in Sect.6 about the field-theoretical models 
of elementary particles (ate e.g. Parisi, 1978), let us recall that the dual resonance models ltd 
to conceive hadrons as non-local objects: strings. String models have been widely inve<- ' igalcd 
if both the classical and quantum levels. And they predicted the presence o' tachyons in the 
•porfrtini i'f «-.f 'ter.. To eliminare raihyons, one had to introduce an additional interaction of a 
parrich' with :.'ic vacuum and spontaneous vacuum transitions(sce e.g. Volkov and Pervushin,19 77). 
More in general, field theories with taehyons are quite popular(Taylor, 1976;see ..Iso Nielsen 
and Clcnen,197*0 : but, by assuming the varoum to be the ground state, an automatic procedure 
is usually ioT'owed to get rid of turhyons, or rather to turn them into bradyons (sec e, g. 
Nielsen,19V8). 
Also in rhe case of the Salam-Wcinberr, type of mnt'els, the gauge symmetry is spontaneously 
broken by tilling the vacuum with tacbyons: in this caae such tachyons arc the Higgs-fieiJ 
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particles. However, the vacuum is supposed once more to adjust itself so as to turn the tachy-
ons into bradyons(Nielsen,1978). 
In conclusion, in the conventional treatment of field theories, tachyons seem to exist only at 
a formal level. But the procedure itseK* to get rid of tachyons might be only "formal". In any 
case, the Higgs particles —yet to be observed experimentally— can be considered at least as 
tachyons which have been converted into bradyons. 

(v) The standard theories with positive metric and purely local interaction have not been 
developed in a convincing .way; Heisenberg considered the efforts in that direction to be laree_ 
ly based on "wishful thinking". He was more favourable to Dirac's hypothesis of an indefinite 
metric in state space (Heisenberg,197?). 
In quantum theory wich an indefinite metric, complex-mass states are permitted, and cannot be 
igr.ored(see e.g. Yamamoto, 1969,1970a,b; Clcesor. and Sudarshan,1970;Jadczyk,1970;Yokoyama,1972; 
Toyoda,1973;Yaraamoto and Kudo, 1975). As we saw towards the end of Sect.13.2(Recami, 1968,1969), 
complex-mass objects may be related to tachyons: see e.g. Sudarshan (1970c,d), Van der Spuy 
(1971), Cleeson and others(1972), Marques and Swieca(1972); see also Das(1966), and Corben 
(1975). 

(vi) Again, Wiramel(1971) noticed that classical tachyons can appear to undergo a (classj_ 
cai) "tunnel effect", an effect ordinarily allowed only to quantum objects. 
Let us recall that, more in general, the runnel effect can be described within "classical phy£ 
ics" by extrapolation to imaginary time: see e.g. McLaughin(1972),Freed(1972).Jackiw and Rebbi 
(1976), t'Hooft(1976); see also Bjorkeen and Drell(1964, p.8.6). 

(vii) At last, let us mention that two number fields exist that are associative and con
tain "imaginary units" (both properties being apparently necessary in Quantum mechanics (QM)): 
the complex and the quaternion number field. Starting from the beginning of QM (we mean from 
the de Broglie wave-particle dualism) «nd recalling the above Hurwitz theorem,Soucek attempted 
the construction of a quaternion QM, besides the ordinary compie:: QM. He seemingly found that, 
as th? latter describes bradyons, so the former describes tachyons. Namely, in the duality 
between complex and quaternion QM, there correspond bradyons and tachyons; the electrodynamics 
U(l) gauge field and the Yang-Mills SU(2) gauge field; and so on. See Soucek(1981); see also 
WeinRarten(1973), Edmonds(1977,1972); Barret(197&). 
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